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The time of the Lanterns is ending as the New Gods make a dramatic, universealtering entrance. A year ago, Kyle Rayner, the White Lantern, breached the
Source Wall at the edge of the universe, killing himself to save creation and
inadvertently tapping into the Life Equation. Highfather of the New Gods has
become convinced that the Equation can be accessed by combining the colors of
the emotional spectrum through the rings of the universe's Lantern Corps.
Fearing the ring bearers too unevolved to wield power that they do not fully
understand, Highfather decrees that all who wield a Power Ring must relinquish it
to the New Gods. With the fate of every living creature across infinite worlds in
the balance, there is no time for peaceful resolution or the folly of mortals. The
Lanterns will willingly give up their rings-or die. Collecting GREEN
LANTERN/NEW GODS: GODHEAD #1, GREEN LANTERN #35-37, GREEN
LANTERN CORPS #35-37, GREEN LANTERN NEW GUARDIANS #35-37, RED
LANTERNS #35-37, SINESTRO #6-8 and GREEN LANTERN ANNUAL #3, this
story of cosmic war features the talents of Robert Venditti, Van Jensen, Justin
Jordan, Charles Soule, Cullen Bunn, Billy Tan, Bernard Chang, Brad Walker, J.
Calafiore and more.
Is there One God or Three? How does one reconcile the "One God" of the Sh'ma
with the "Three Persons" of the Trinity? The doctrine of the trinity has been at the
heart of much theological controversy. The routine objection is that the doctrine
sacrifices monotheism to "tritheism." But this objection thrives on a
misconception of divine personality in the image of disparate, individual, human
selves. This type of rationalistic apologetics, promotive of trinitarianism on
speculative rather than revelational grounds, regrettably encourages this
misunderstanding. One of the reasons we suffer such misunderstanding is due to
our relying on "models." Chuck explores the ostensible tensions between the Old
and New Testament revelations of the ultimate mystery of the Godhead. This is a
foundational study for every Christian.
In Prime 3: The Quest for the Godhead, author Jason R. Elliott brings decades of
research to bear on the vast and complex topic of the triune Godhead—one God
in three persons, with corporeal and incorporeal properties under the power of a
single divine essence. God’s immeasurable love in the lives of Christians
everywhere has led His people to experience Him personally and relationally.
Incomprehensible to believers is the fact that God foresaw humanity’s downfall
before creation yet preordained their acquittal from eternal damnation through the
death of Himself. How could this be? Many adherents of the Christian faith have
also long pondered how God through Christ, in physical form, was able to break
the barriers of the material world when He appeared to His disciples in the upper
room after the doors were locked. Others have wondered at some of God’s most
puzzling attributes, such as the irrelevance of time to an eternal, immutable,
omnipotent God. Prime 3 tackles these mysteries, and many others.
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2012 Reprint of Original 1953 Edition. Exact facsimile of the original edition, not
reproduced with Optical Recognition Software. (c)New introduction and foreword
Martino Publishing. This work is the first English translation of her 13th century
classic-the mystical writings of Mechthild of Magdeburg. The only complete
codex of this work is in the library of Einsiedeln in Switzerland, where the
translator spent three years translating the codex from a South German
translation of 1344. The book is a collection of visions, revelations, thoughts and
letters written in alternating prose and poetry. The variety of its contents includes
practical advice on daily conduct, as well as the most sublime descriptions of
high mystical experience. Her works were early translated into Latin, and were
almost certainly known to Dante, whose vision of heaven, hell and purgatory
went on to have a great influence in Western Literature. Her influence is
traceable in the Paradiso and by some scholars she is thought to have been the
Matilda in the earthly paradise. Her works remains to this day a classic text of
Christian mysticis
Everything God has done and will do is extravagant and has great purpose. All
His actions have a planned objective, even the breath He breathes and the gifts
He gives. God the Father breathed granting life to the created man. God the Son
breathed, and man now supernaturally received the infilling of the Holy Spirit.
God the Holy Spirit breathed fulfilling the promise of God's manifested power and
presence upon and in believers. When the Godhead breathes it brings life,
salvation, and power. God breathing illuminates the purpose and giftings given to
His creation. The trinity Godhead distributes gifts and endowments to the believer
for the growth and increase of the body of Christ. The attributes and gifts of the
Godhead are purposed and given to benefit the body while empowering each
believer to be more than conquerors. When God Breathes details the design and
purpose for each of the Godhead breathing and describes the gifts given by
each. The supernatural gifts of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit.
A corporation invents a device that can talk to God in this graphic novel thriller.
Godhead ricochets from the streets of a working-class African American
community to the glimmering halls of corporate America to a mobile scientific
laboratory located in the Pacific Ocean. A sprawling contemporary saga with a
science-fiction edge, Godhead explores a collision course between science and
religion when a corporation creates a device that can talk to God. Is this
humanity’s salvation or the equivalent of a Doomsday machine? Godhead is Ho
Che Anderson’s most conceptually and thematically ambitious graphic novel to
date, his first in over ten years. Visually, he employs a variety of drawing
techniques from tonal images to stark black-and-white to full color painting in
order to convey a thriller that ranges from intimate domestic drama to globalist
corporate intrigue.
An eminent theologian argues that nothingness is necessary in order to fully actualize
the Godhead.
Ken Mooney brings the Greek gods to life in this exciting dark fantasy Olympus has
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fallen; new gods must rise. The Greek gods have been betrayed by one of their own.
Zeus is dead, and Olympus is under siege by the demonic forces of Kaos. Their only
chance of survival is to abandon the city, buying them time to regroup and rebuild.
Thousands of years later, the children of the gods walk among us, guiding and
protecting humanity. But there are some who don’t know of the powers they have, or
the secrets they must keep. The gods are no more, eliminated by their greatest enemy.
And now, she wants to return home; no matter who is standing in her way.
Buy for Kindle ?Is there One God or Three? How does one reconcile the "One God" of
the Sh'ma with the "Three Persons" of the Trinity?The doctrine of the trinity has been at
the heart of much theological controversy. The routine objection is that the doctrine
sacrifices monotheism to "tritheism." But this objection thrives on a misconception of
divine personality in the image of disparate, individual, human selves.This type of
rationalistic apologetics, promotive of trinitarianism on speculative rather than
revelational grounds, regrettably encourages this misunderstanding.One of the reasons
we suffer such misunderstanding is due to our relying on "models."Chuck explores the
ostensible tensions between the Old and New Testament revelations of the ultimate
mystery of the Godhead. This is a foundational study for every Christian.
All things in life are about birthing. Concepts, viewpoints, and even religious doctrine go
through a process of birthing. In Birthing to the Workings, author Shirley Johnson
examines the effect of the church leaving its Hebraic roots. In this informative analysis,
Johnson places key emphasis on the effect this had on teachings related to the
Godhead, Trinity, and Pentecost. Packed with credible resources and buoyed by
thorough research, this examination provides revelations and truths relating to
Godhead perspectives and Hebraic viewpoint. It illustrates the following points: The
Hebraic believers emphasized the cohesiveness of the whole God versus the
singleness of the one person. The Father, and at times the spirit, have become
supporting actors, with Yeshua stealing the show. The first apostolic believers of
Yeshua believed in manifestations rather than persons. Yeshua, the apostles, and the
early church did not support the current Godhead doctrines as espoused by Western
Christianity of today. Birthing to the Workings compares the birthing process of doctrine
and the workings of the Holy Spirit to the birth of a child. The theological nature of
birthing to workings is clarified as it relates to Christianity, the Trinity, and the Hebraic
roots connection.
The reader is placed in the head of a young man suffering from manic depression and
experiences both the highs and lows of the disease
"Scholem's treatment is complex and stylistically brilliant as he systemically analyzes
the history and intellectual background of these critical ideas. Highly
recommended."--Library Journal.
“Total F*cking Godhead brings Chris Cornell, the voice of a generation, alive on the page.
Impressively researched and compulsively readable, Godhead pulls no punches in recounting
Cornell’s remarkable life and prolific career. It’s an inspired chronicle of an impassioned soul.
Read it!” —Greg Renoff, author of Van Halen Rising With input from those who knew and
worked with him—together with his own words—Total F*cking Godhead recounts the rise of
Chris Cornell and his immortal band Soundgarden as they emerged from the 1980s post-punk
underground to dominate popular culture in the ’90s alongside Pearl Jam, Alice In Chains, and
Nirvana. “From his days as a struggling Seattle musician at the forefront of the grunge scene
to becoming a global icon, Total F*cking Godhead thoroughly chronicles the life story and
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prolific output of one of the greatest and most influential singers of all time. You will discover
the man and his music all over again.” —David de Sola, author of Alice in Chains: The Untold
Story Seattle resident and rock writer Corbin Reiff also examines Cornell’s dynamic solo
career as well as his time in Audioslave. He delves into his hard-fought battle with addiction,
and the supercharged reunion with the band that made him famous before everything came to
a shocking end. “For those of us still trying to sort out the tragedy of Chris Cornell's death
comes this loving look back at the man's life and music. I wrote my own book about grunge,
and I still learned a lot from this excellent biography." —Mark Yarm, author of Everybody Loves
Our Town: An Oral History of Grunge
NA
The Design of this Volume: Readers are invited to view a concise, yet limited presentation of
the work and blessings of The One True God; manifested in the Person of God The Father,
The Person of God The Son and The Person of God The Holy Spirit. The miraculous events
shown throughout this volume succinctly threads 86 different passages of scripture across 15
topics to see this Holy God at work now in your life and in the lives of every human being.
These scriptures come from the Holy Bible - God's eternal word which lives and abides forever.
The reader is taken from pre-existent eternity into the beginning of human existence - eternity
present; through final earthly events in to eternity's future. What a series of events, the
Godhead has activated in the past; activates in these present days; and will activate in the day
of the Lord! The desire is that each of us will be reminded in this brief, yet concise volume, of
the total basis of our present and future state of affairs. May we now bring to conscious mind
and be aware of actions coming soon until Time shall be no more. Now is the time to prepare
to meet thy GOD!
The Book challenges Christianity's often believed understanding on the Godhead. The author
is concerned about the dangers of just accepting what one has been taught about the topic
without going to scripture to substantiate it. Christians joined religious groupings for the primary
purpose of being saved, not necessarily for belonging for the sake of it. However, the concern
comes when, at the end, the very God one thought he or she worshipped says, "I do not know
you!" What a treble loss will such a one experience? This study is motivated by the rationale
that it is an absolute imperative that every Christian should be clear about not only the
standard of worship acceptable to his or her Creator, but also the object of their worship. He or
she should have no vestige of doubt about whether he or she is worshiping in Spirit and in
truth. And yet for one to be able to worship acceptably, he or she must address his or her
worship to the right God, in addition to obviously offering the worship correctly. After all, is it not
true that it is possible to be in the right church and still worship a wrong god, or worship the
right God in a manner that falls short of being acceptable? Recall that the children of biological
Israel thought they were the Chosen Nation only to crucify the very One who had chosen them
to be His peculiar people! According to 1 Peter 5v17-18, judgment begins in the house of God,
I mean the house of the true God! Why? The implication is clearly that it is possible for those in
the correct church to still get lost because they would have fallen short of the required standard
of worship, or even worse, worshiped the wrong "God". Recall Christ's answer when He was
asked about which commandment is the greatest! He said, "The first of all the commandments
is this, 'Hear O Israel the Lord our God, the Lord is one. And you shall love the Lord your God
with all your heart, with all your soul, with all your mind and with all your strength.' This is the
first commandment." [Mark 12v29-30] Other versions say the first and principal or the foremost,
or in simple, the greatest. This logically means that anyone breaking this commandment has to
be the greatest sinner. Therefore, dear child of God, while there are many false gods, the true
God is only ONE. You have to be sure of the God you worship so that you have no doubt that
he is the One and only true God and that you are worshiping Him correctly. May God bless and
richly reward you in your search for Him!In all matters that pertain to Inspiration, Christians are
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better advised to tread carefully, lest they mix the common with the sacred and get struck
down as did others in the past, as recorded in scripture. I find that the only safe course to take
in order to optimally benefit from this study is to present the evidence from Scripture
impartially. No attempt should be made to hide anything, even those points that seem to go
contrary to one's current understanding. Then, from the weight of evidence alone, one is to
choose what makes sense. The safest course is to completely leave out the will of man and let
the will of God prevail in each circumstance.I know this last step is not a very easy one to
adopt, except when guided by the power of the Holy Spirit, because the human mind will often
strive to read its own prejudices into any presentation. May God help both the author and the
reader to be divested of every vestige of prejudice so that only that which the Word of God
says should prevail will ultimately do so! Give glory to God! The author hopes that, in studying
the Word of God, Christians will discover the truth about the God they intend to spend their
eternity with.
Here is the first English translation based on the new critical edition of The Flowing Light of the
Godhead, the sole mystical visionary work of Mechthild, a 13th-century (c. 1260-c. 1282/94)
German Beguine. This challenging work of deep religious insight reflects Mechthild's inner life,
and God's as well, employing a great variety of traditional medieval literary forms and genres in
prose and verse.
"Lavished with praise at the time of its 1925 publication, Leonard Cline's phantasmagoric God
Head is being republished so a new generation of readers can marvel at its dark magic. Cline's
mesmerizing debut follows the journey of Paulus Kempf, a fugitive labor agitator who takes
refuge with a colony of Finns on the remote shores of Lake Superior in the upper peninsula of
Michigan. Kempf, a former surgeon, poet, writer, sculptor, and hyper-intellectual, is at first
deeply impressed by the folklore and traditions of the quiet, gentle Finns, not to mention their
generosity and hospitality. But he soon begins to play upon their superstitions and exploits
their kindness through the power of his cunning and imagination, manipulating them into
seeing him as a kind of a god. As Cline's novel hurtles toward its unforgettable climax, Kempf's
capacity for compassion or mercy swiftly falls to the wayside as he seduces his host's wife and
then murders the man in cold blood. Soon thereafter he carves a giant God Head into the side
of a nearby mountainside, which the villagers look upon with awe and fear, held in the thrall of
Kempf's mysterious intimations of its malicious power. Having achieved complete domination
over the Finns, Kempf ultimately tires of their gullibility and returns to civilization, his quest for
self-mastery complete. God Head's descent into the dark void of the human heart will thrill
modern readers who are sure to cherish this lost literary artifact from the shadow canon of
American fiction"--

From the chronicles of the History Channel's truly epic series comes a new saga of
glory and plunder! A brand new graphic novel featuring Ragnar, Lagertha and their
legendary kin! An all-new epic tale as the Vikings set sail once more for England and
run straight into a shield wall of politics, intrigue, betrayal and, of course, axe-wielding,
blood-spraying, sword-swinging combat!
I consider this book to be a simple, easy read of a lesson and message that came from
God while searching a time such as this. It’s an end-time must read for the church. The
book was written to be an easy read, and likewise, it’s easy to understand its point of
view and its purpose. The book is like an interesting word picture. The more you look at
it, the more you understand it and see its purpose and message. Personally, I do not
believe a loving God who created us in his image would make it difficult and hard for us
to understand his purpose and embrace his love and eternal desire. Frankly, the
message of the book in totality is about God the Father desiring the most spiritually
intimate relationship possible between him and his mankind creation. The book
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encourages personal accountability. Enjoy the read, and come away desiring a deeper,
more spiritually intimate personal relationship with God. It is a mandate for mankind. It
is time to roar (reach one accord relationship), church!
The question of the Godhead is a very heated issue in Christendom. The field abounds
with contrasts, antitheses, and confusion. The majority of Christians are proponents of
the Trinity. But increasingly large numbers of them are abandoning the Trinity camp
and questioning its validity. In discussions and chat rooms, for every verse one
presents in favor of a particular theory of the Godhead, one will encounter tens of
scriptures contradicting or disproving them. This is irrespective of the brand of Godhead
being defended Trinity, Binitarianism, Oneness, Unitarianism, etc. In one such public
Internet forum, as I was trying to present my own version of the Godhead, God gave
me a unique understanding of the subject and prompted me to turn my posts then into a
book. This is the book you are now about to read. It examines God in seven divine
dispensations. Godhead is different in each dispensation. At times God appears to be
one (Unitarianism); at other times he seems to be two (Binitarianism); and still other
times he is three (Trinity). At times it seems it is only Jesus and no one else (Oneness).
Only this book combines all the theories of the Godhead into one glorious unity!
Understanding the Godhead. Is the Trinity three different people in one God? Is Jesus
God? The Bible says we are without excuse if we don't know the Godhead.
"Frankie, give this envelope to Mr. Passano when you see him tomorrow," club
manager and ever-vigilant doorman Jerry D'iorfio said. The envelope was sealed but I
could tell there was a great deal of cash in it. I'm just the drummer with the band, and
now suddenly I am making some sort of delivery to the syndicate. My mother would
have been proud. "Don't worry," Jerry laughed. "We trust you. After all, you're a
paesano, am I right?" He suddenly grew serious. "Plus, you pull any fast one and, bing
bada bing, you're history." Then Jerry laughed again. Frankie Severino wasn't laughing.
When the FBI and IRS investigated him four years later, they weren't laughing either.
Frank Catanzano provides an irreverent and often funny look at life working with
members of organized crime who ran many of the clubs in Pittsburgh. Based on true
events he has taken great pains to disguise the people, places and things in this tell-all
story of how the wise guys ruled through intimidation and threats. Drummer for the Mob
is a no holds barred, behind the scenes look at the sex, drugs and rock and roll that
were pervasive during the disco years, told through the lens of social values and the
music genres of the period. Drummer for the Mob is Saturday Night Fever meets Good
Fellas.
Do you have unanswered questions? Are you wondering who God is? Are you
wondering why you are here? Is Jesus really God's Son? Can I really have a
relationship with God? If these are some of the questions on your heart then Dr.
Crenshaw's book The Eternal Godhead will take you on a journey knowing God and
how to have that relationship with Him. Maybe you are already a student of the Word
and seek to understand more and to be able to impart Truth to others. If this is you then
The Eternal Godhead will help you answer questions about topics such as sin, the
family, the Church and the future. Wherever you may be I hope and pray that this book
will help you draw closer and have a more intimate relationship to The Eternal
Godhead. May God open your eyes on this journey that you are about to undertake.
Blanche Russell (typist)
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Drawing together psychology, science and mysticism into the same river of human experience,
'Godhead' throws new light on the questions that mankind has pondered for centuries.
An eminent theologian argues that nothingness is necessary in order to fully actualize the
Godhead. Eminent theologian Thomas J. J. Altizer breaks new ground by exploring the
ultimate transfiguration of the Godhead as a question of the Nihil or nothingness and God. The
Nihil is essential to the full actualization of the Godhead in that it fully occurs in both a
primordial and an apocalyptic sacrifice of the Godhead. Virtually unexplored by philosophical
and theological thinking, the Nihil is luminously enacted in the deepest expressions of the
imagination, and most clearly and decisively so in the Christian epic tradition. Altizer looks at
the works of philosophers and theologians such as Spinoza, Barth, Hegel, Nietzsche, and epic
writers such as Dante, Milton, and Blake to ultimately posit a God that is necessarily a
dichotomous God.
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